ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Multicasting in ad hoc networks has generated considerable interest in the wireless community. The common approach to the multicast problem is to resolve it at the network layer. Examples of such multicast protocols include AMRoute [2] , ODMRP [10] [11] [12] , AMRIS [15] and CAMP [5] . These protocols are utilized on top of the medium access control (MAC) layer, commonly IEEE 802.11 [3] . However, currently wireless random access MAC protocols, such as 802.11, do not support reliable multicasting of data since multicast protocols often rely on the link-level broadcasting of packets to achieve multicast. For example, 802.11 uses collision avoidance along with RTS/CTS/ACK control frames to transmit unicast packets in order to combat hidden terminals. For broadcast packets that are to be received by all neighbors of the source node, no control frames are used. Therefore, broadcast packets are sent blindly without consideration of hidden terminals and channel noise.
In this paper, we introduce a new MAC protocol, Broadcast Medium Window (BMW), which supports reliable multicast in ad hoc networks. We first start by introducing the BMW protocol. We then present the simulation parameters and results of applying BMW under ODMRP vs using 802.11. Finally, we end with our concluding remarks.
BROADCAST MEDIUM WINDOW (BMW)
The fundamental idea behind BMW is to reliably transmit each packet to each neighbor in a round robin fashion. However, since BMW exploits many of the same concepts of IEEE 802.11, a brief operational overview of 802.11 is in order.
IEEE 802.11 utilizes a collision avoidance scheme along with RTS/CTS/ACK control frames to transmit unicast packets. In 802.11, the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) represents the basic access method that mobile nodes utilize to share the wireless channel. The scheme incorporates CSMA with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) and acknowledgement (ACK). Optionally, the mobile nodes can make use of the virtual carrier sense mechanism that employs RTS/CTS exchange for channel reservation and fragmentation of packets in situations where the wireless channel experiences high bit error rate. CSMA/CA works as follows. A node wishing to transmit senses the channel. If the channel is free for a time equal to the DCF InterFrame Space (DIFS) interval, the node transmits. If the channel is busy, the node enters a state of collision avoidance and backs off from transmitting for a specified interval. In the collision avoidance state, the node sensing the channel busy will suspend its backoff timer, only resuming the backoff countdown when the channel is again sensed free for a DIFS period. A typical sequence of exchanges in 802.11 using the virtual carrier sensing mechanism involves the source node first sensing the channel using CSMA/CA. After CSMA/CA is executed, the source node transmits RTS, followed by the destination node responding with CTS, then with the source node sending the data frame and finally with the destination node confirming with an ACK to the source node. Any nodes receiving RTS, CTS or data frame that is not an intended destination will yield long enough for the source and destination nodes to complete the data exchange. For broadcast packets, IEEE 802.11 nodes simply execute collision avoidance and then transmit the data frame.
In BMW, each node is required to maintain three lists: a neighbor list (NEIGHBOR LIST), a list of transmitted frames (SEND BUFFER) and a list of received sequence numbers (RECEIVER BUFFER). All nodes keep track of their neighbors upon reception of frames (RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK/HELLO). Upon receiving any type of frames, a node updates its NEIGHBOR LIST. Furthermore, the NEIGHBOR LIST is purged of the neighboring node if the neighboring node in the NEIGHBOR LIST has not been heard from for a specified amount of time. Each node also maintains a SEND BUFFER. The SEND BUFFER holds copies of the frames that were already transmitted but might be needed later for retransmission. A copy is removed from the SEND BUFFER after all neighbors have received it. The size of the SEND BUFFER should be at least as large as the maximum number of neighbors for any given node. Besides the SEND BUFFER, there is also a queue that stores packets that have not yet been transmitted. Finally, each node also maintains RECEIVER BUFFER. When a node receives a new frame, it records the frame's sequence number in RECEIVER BUFFER. When a source node transmits RTS to a destination node specifying a range of (from and to) sequence numbers, the destination node examines its RECEIVER BUFFER to determine whether it is missing any previous sequence numbers in the specified range. If so, the destination node replies with the missing sequence number in the CTS response.
In BMW, when a node has a packet to transmit, it first senses the channel and goes through a collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) phase similar to that of 802.11. Upon the completion of the collision avoidance phase when the channel becomes free, the node sends RTS to one of its neighbors, specifying what sequence numbers have already been sent and what the current sequence number is. This is accomplished by extracting the lowest sequence number from the SEND BUFFER and specifying it into the RTS frame along with the current sequence number the source node is expecting. Upon receiving the RTS, the intended neighbor examines its RECEIVER BUFFER and determines what sequence number it needs. If the node is missing a frame of a previous sequence number, the CTS response frame will reflect that. Likewise, if only the current sequence number is needed, the CTS response frame will reflect that as well. All other neighbors hearing the RTS will yield long enough for the CTS/DATA/ACK transmission. After the reception of the CTS, the source node then transmits the DATA (packet) that corresponds to the sequence number specified in the CTS frame. All other nodes hearing the CTS frame will yield long enough for the DATA/ACK transmission. Upon receiving the DATA, the destination node updates its RECEIVER BUFFER and replies with an ACK. All other neighboring nodes that received the DATA will also update their RECEIVER BUFFER. Upon receiving the ACK, if the DATA sent was not a current DATA but was instead obtained from the buffer, the source node continues its dialogue with the destination node with another RTS until the current DATA is sent from the queue. Here, the collision avoidance phase is skipped. Once the current DATA is transmitted and acknowledged, the source node then buffers the packet and chooses the next neighbor in its NEIGHBOR LIST and repeats the whole process over again.
The round robin process runs smoothly when there are always packets to send. However, when there are no packets left in the transmit queue, the round robin process will halt and the source will not know whether the next neighbor in the NEIGHBOR LIST received all the broadcast DATA correctly until there is a new packet to send. To prevent this, BMW sets a timer for transmitting to the next node in the NEIGHBOR LIST. If the queue is empty for the time equal to this timer, the next node in the NEIGHBOR LIST will be chosen and the round robin process continues. If all the neighbors are visited in the round robin process and the queue is still empty, the round robin process stops until there is a new packet to transmit.
To detect neighbors, BMW relies on either transmitting HELLO frames periodically or eavesdropping on existing MAC frames (RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK). To reduce the HELLO frame overhead, a node that has just transmitted a frame will not send a HELLO frame for that given time period. In the event that the nodes have absolutely no knowledge of any of their neighbors, transmissions by nodes are done through unreliable broadcasting (strict CSMA/CA) of the packets until the neighbors are detected.
In circumstances where reliable transmission is counterproductive (for example, when channel contention is extremely high or sources become extremely aggressive), BMW reverts back to the unreliable delivery of 802.11. That is, all packets are unreliably broadcasted. This is accomplished by keeping track of the number of retransmissions and queue overflow. If the number of retransmission to a particular neighbor reaches a certain threshold, the neighbor is cleared from the NEIGHBOR LIST. Thus, if all the neighbors are congested, the neighbor list will be purged of all neighbors and unreliable broadcasting will resume until neighbors are again detected. If the queue overflows, BMW will unreliably broadcasts packets until the queue size decreases to a certain threshold.
We illustrate the concept of BMW through an example. Let us assume that node 5 wants to transmit a broadcast packet in Figure 1 . Node 5 first determines a neighbor, say node 1, and sends RTS with sequence numbers ranging from 0 to 0 since no DATA frames have yet been sent. Node 1, upon receiving the RTS frame, replies with sequence number 0 in the CTS frame. Nodes 2, 3, and 4, upon receiving the RTS frame, yield long enough for the CTS/DATA/ACK exchange between node 5 and 1. After receiving the CTS frame, node 5 transmits DATA with sequence number 0. Node 1, upon receiving DATA, updates its RECEIVER BUFFER and replies with an ACK. For illustration purposes, let's say node 2 did not receive the DATA (possibly due to interference from neighboring nodes) while node 3 and 4 received the DATA correctly. Thus, node 3 and 4 also update their RECEIVER BUFFER. Upon receiving the ACK, node 5 stores the DATA that was sent into the SEND BUFFER and then selects node 2 as its next neighbor to transmit to. After executing the collision avoidance phase, node 5 sends RTS with sequence number range 0 to 1. Upon receiving the RTS, node 2 examines its RECEIVER BUFFER and noticed that frame 0 has not yet been received. Node 2 then sends CTS requesting sequence number 0. Node 5, upon receiving the CTS, obtains the DATA with sequence number 0 from the buffer and transmits the DATA. Upon receiving the DATA, node 2 updates its RECEIVER BUFFER and responds with an ACK. Upon receiving the ACK, node 5 sends RTS again with sequence number range 0 to 1 since the most recent DATA has not yet been sent. Node 2, upon receiving the RTS, sends CTS with sequence number 1 after examining its RECEIVER BUFFER. Node 5, upon receiving the CTS, sends the DATA with sequence number 1. Node 2, upon receiving the DATA, replies with an ACK. Again, for illustration purposes, let's say nodes 1, 3 and 4 successfully receive the DATA and update their respective RECEIVER BUFFER. Node 5, upon receiving the ACK, buffers the DATA in SEND BUFFER and elects node 3 as its next neighbor. Following the collision avoidance phase, node 5 transmits RTS with sequence number range 0 to 2. Upon receiving the RTS, node 3 examines its received sequence number list and sends CTS requesting sequence number 2 (since 0 and 1 were successfully received previously). Node 5, upon receiving CTS, transmits DATA with sequence number 2. Node 3, upon receiving DATA, transmits ACK and updates its RECEIVER BUFFER. Node 5, upon receiving ACK, buffers the DATA in SEND BUFFER, selects node 4 as it's next neighbor to transmit to, and the process resumes. Note that at the start, nodes do not know who their neighbors are. Therefore, initial transmissions by nodes are done by broadcasting the packets until neighbors are detected.
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
We have simulated BMW using GloMoSim [16] . GloMoSim is a discrete event, parallel simulation environment implemented in PARSEC, PARallel Simulation Environment for Complex Systems. We use the On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) [10] [11] [12] to multicast packets from different sources to numerous destinations and with varying traffic rates. The nature of the ODMRP protocol heavily relies on the broadcast mechanism of the MAC layer to achieve multicast and therefore is a good multicast routing candidate to evaluate the multicast support feature of BMW. Moreover, the broadcast transmission in ODMRP is used for flooding control packets as well as data packets. Flooding is a very redundant type of transport mechanism: if a node fails to obtain a packet broadcast by neighbor A, there is an excellent chance it will get it again from neighbor B and so on. Nodes with just one neighbor (i.e. stubs) are at a disadvantage. However, stubs suffer no hidden terminal problems. In summary, strict reliable broadcast is not required for ODMRP but is likely to improve the performance significantly.
In our simulations, we consider a grid topology with 25 nodes as shown in Figure 2 and a topology where 25 nodes are uniformly placed in a 1000m x 1000m area. Nodes are only within radio range of their immediate neighbors in the grid topology scenario while in the uniformly placed scenario, the radio range of each node is 300m. CBR (constant bit rate) sources with various packet transmission rates running on top of UDP are used for the application. We utilize ODMRP to route multicast packets with varying number of multicast sources and members. For our experiments, we only consider one multicast group. Radios with no capture ability are modeled with a channel bandwidth of 2Mbps. Furthermore, the channel uses freespace with a threshold cutoff and the power of a signal attenuates as 1/d 2 where d is the distance between two nodes. The simulation results are obtained from multiple simulation runs (each lasting 600 seconds) with varying seed numbers and are averaged out over the multiple runs. Each data packets are 512B. We use the packet delivery ratio of ODMRP to determine the effectiveness of BMW and IEEE 802.11. The packet delivery ratio is the ratio of the number of data packets actually delivered to the destinations over the number of data packets that are supposed to be received. The packet delivery ratio measures the effectiveness of a multicast protocol [11] .
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SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of BMW and 802.11 by examining the packet delivery ratio of ODMRP.
We first examine a simple scenario consisting of 25 nodes placed in a grid format (Figure 2) . Here, nodes 2, 12 and 22 are multicast sources while nodes 0, 4, 11, 13, 20 and 24 are multicast receivers. We vary the traffic rate of the multicast sources from 10ms to 500ms. This contrive scenario is useful to understand the circumstances of the experiments, such as the placement of multicast sources and members and where the intermediate forwarding groups are located. By understanding the scenario, we are able to more accurately understand the outcome. We will examine a more realistic scenario at the end of the section. The outcome of this contrive experiments is shown in Figure 3 . We observe that under high traffic rate (10ms), both 802.11 and BMW achieved the same packet delivery ratio (23%). With each source transmitting a packet every 10ms, BMW is not given enough time to combat packet loss. Since the rate of incoming packets is greater than the rate of outgoing packets, the network is overloaded and incoming packets will eventually overflow the MAC queue and get dropped. At 10ms, it would simply be better to not attempt reliable transmission. Thus, BMW simply reverts to 802.11 due to queue overflow and packet retransmissions caused by network overload and heavy contention among the intermediate nodes (or the forwarding groups) between the multicast sources and members. However, as the traffic rate slows down, BMW begins to dominate 802.11. The packet delivery ratio under BMW reaches 100% after 250ms. As we expected, the longer interdeparture time between packets allows BMW enough time to retransmit lost packets before new packets arrive. 802.11, on the other hand, is unable to combat packet loss, asymptotically achieving a packet delivery ratio of 66% as traffic rate decreases.
Next, we examine the same 25-node grid scenario. However, this time we vary the number of multicast sources from 1 to 16 while keeping the multicast members constant. Nodes 0, 4, 12, 20 and 24 are the fixed multicast members. The sources are chosen to be evenly spaced apart from one another. Each source transmits at an interdeparture rate of 500ms. Figure 4 presents the results. From Figure 4 , we observe that with one multicast source, both BMW and 802.11 achieved complete reliable delivery due to the lack of channel contention in the network. However, as we increase the number of sources, both protocols start to falter. BMW is still able to combat packet loss with 4 sources but performance worsens when more sources are introduced into the network. Increasing the number of sources has the same effect as increasing the traffic rate. From the traffic rate experiments, we learn that BMW degrades to 802.11 when traffic rate is high. Thus, we would also expect BMW to eventually achieve the same packet delivery ratio as that of 802.11 as we increase the number of sources. This event occurs when there are more than 12 sources.
Next, we study the performance of BMW and 802.11 as we vary the number of multicast members from 1 to 16 in a 25-node grid topology. Nodes 0, 12 and 24 are multicast sources while the multicast members are chosen to be evenly spaced apart between one another. Sources transmit at an interdeparture rate of 500ms. The results are given in Figure 5 . As we can see from Figure 5 , BMW is robust to the number of multicast members in the network. The performance of 802.11, on the other hand, decays, reaching an asymptotic packet delivery ratio of 25% as the number of multicast members grows. The effect of increasing the number of multicast members is that data packets must now be delivered to new members. This is not a concern under BMW since BMW already attempts to reliably deliver every packet to all neighboring nodes. On the other hand, increasing the number of multicast members troubles 802.11 since data packets must now reach new members that might not normally be reached.
Finally, we consider a more realistic ad hoc scenario. To this extent, we uniformly placed 25 nodes in a 1000m x 1000m area and randomly select 5 multicast sources and 5 multicast members. We vary the packet interdeparture time (traffic rate) of each source from 50ms to 500ms. Figure 6 depicts the result. From Figure 6 , BMW outperforms 802.11 under all packet interdeparture rates, with the difference in performance showing the most under high traffic rates. At an interdeparture rate of 50ms, BMW is able to achieve three times the productivity of 802.11. However, as the traffic rates decrease, the packet delivery ratio of BMW and 802.11 starts to converge, with BMW exhibiting slightly higher packet delivery ratio. Still, BMW is still able to outperform 802.11 under a more realistic ad hoc scenario than the grid topology.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel MAC protocol, BMW, which reliably delivers broadcast data under low to medium network load. Under such conditions, BMW is given ample time to retransmit lost packets. However, when the network load is high, attempting to recover from packet loss is counterproductive. In this case, it's better to use the ALOHA approach of 802.11 instead. Also, attempting to reliably deliver data to all known neighbors may not be the best approach to facilitate multicast routing protocols. An alternative tactic is to only reliably deliver data to neighbors of importance to the underlying multicast routing protocols. For example, in ODMRP, only nodes that are part of the multicast members or forwarding group serve a purpose. Other nodes can be disregarded. The advantage of this method is that we eliminate unnecessary efforts to reliably delivery data to "useless" neighbors and will therefore improve the network performance. The drawback would be that the MAC protocol would have to be tailored for each multicast protocol since different multicast protocols employ different schemes.
We are currently experimenting with BMW under other various scenarios to better understand its impact. Further work is also undergoing in incorporating the BMW concept into the ad hoc multicast routing protocols themselves. By doing so, the multicast routing protocol will be able to provide reliable delivery independent of the MAC protocol used.
